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You found some Easter eggs in the grass. What's inside?
Design your own monsters to go with the ones here, then
color them in and hide them inside the eggs.

Step 1: Gather Supplies
thin cardboard from cereal, cracker,
or drink boxes
template (last page of this tutorial)
scissors
tape
markers / crayons
glue
assorted paper - white, colorful, print

Step 2: Cut Stand
Fold a piece of cardboard in half to create
a stand or base for your eggs.
If you want a field full of eggs, create a
longer stand.
If you want just one egg, make your stand
smaller.

Step 3: Cut Out Eggs & Monsters
Cut out the eggs from the printable
template. If you want more than one egg,
you can trace it with white printer paper
and a marker.
Cut off the top of the egg along the lines.
Color in the monsters and cut them out.
Draw your own monster! You can trace
the shape of the egg first in pencil to see
how wide to draw your monster so it fits
inside.

Step 4: Attach Pull Tabs

Glue the top shell onto the very top edge of the monster's head.
Cut a 4-5 inch strip of cardboard and tape it onto the back of the
monster. Make sure about 1/2 inch sticks up above the top of the
egg as a pull tab.

Step 5: Make Grass
Cut a piece of paper that is the same
width as your cardboard base/stand.
Use colored paper if you have it, or
color your grass using markers,
crayons or paint.
Snip the top of the paper to create a
fringe, then glue the grass onto the
cardboard base.

Step 6: Attach Eggs
Fold the grass down and tape or
glue the bottom of the eggshell
onto the cardboard base.
Slide the cardboard tab with the
monster taped onto it into the
bottom of the eggshell.
Use the top cardboard tab to pull
the monster out of the egg!

